Below is a list of Nonfiction titles to be reviewed in the July 2017 issue of Library Journal. These lists include pertinent publisher and bibliographic information for your convenience.

Starred reviews are indicated with **.

Publishers: Please remember to send us one finished copy of each book that is scheduled for review (i.e., all of the forthcoming titles listed below) if you initially submitted a galley or bound manuscript. Our reviewers are not paid, and we like to send a finished copy of the reviewed book as a thank you. Materials should be mailed to: Library Journal, 123 William Street, Suite 802, New York, NY 10038.
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Moad, Elizabeth. Paper Folded Flowers: All the Skills You Need To Make 21 Beautiful Projects. Search. May 2017. 96p. illus. index. ISBN 9781782214267. pap. $15.95. CRAFTS
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Literature
NATIONAL POETRY SERIES WINNERS: THIS YEAR'S HONOREES EXPLORE PERSONAL ANGUISH AND SOCIAL ISSUES


Performing Arts


RUSSIAN REVOLUTIONARIES


SUMMER OF LOVE

COOKING & SHOWBIZ


Philosophy


Spirituality & Religion


Sports & Recreation


Home Economics
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MAMMOTH DISCOVERIES
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SELF-HELP
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VIETNAM IN MEMORY
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Political Science


Book Review: Henrietta's Journal – A Life of Compromise by Carolyn P. Schriber

THE CALL OF THE SWAMP

Book Review: No Longer Oppressed (Freedom Series Book 3) by Rai Lindsay-Wallace

17 Monday Earlybird Book Releases + some that are going live at midnight...


Book Review: Master Todoist – How to Use a Simple App to Create Actionable To-Do Lists and Organize Your Life by SJ Scott

Book Review: Match Pointe – Bad Boys and Show Girls (Love and Play Series) by Amelie S. Duncan

Book Review: Angel's Prey (Hunting Royal Blood Book 1) by Serenity Rose

Book Review: The Arrangement (Marriage of Convenience Book 1) by Jennifer Lewis

Book Review – Disorderly Conduct: The Academy by Tessa Bailey

'Unforgivable Love' Resets Steamy 'Dangerous Liaisons' In 1940s Harlem

The Art of Wrath

BLOOD MEMORY SOCIETY

Leveling Up In The Video Game Industry, Without Checkpoints: 'Significant Zero'

THE PERSIAN ALWAYS MEOWS TWICE

Book Review: The Cat Connection by Lawrence Matthews

Reader Favorites – Jan's Favorite Low Angst Romance Books

'Inside Studio 54' Takes You Behind The Velvet Rope, And Into Some Dark Corners

Poetry For Kids Who Are 'Just No Good At Rhyming'

A Suicide Reverberates In 'The Ninth Hour'

SILENCING THE SKEPTICS

James Baldwin's Lesson for Teachers in a Time of Turmoil

Book Review: Shattered Image – Volume 1 (The Chain of Lakes) by Stacy Monson

Book Review: Dance of Grace – Volume 2 (The Chain of Lakes) by Stacy Monson

Book Review: The Color of Truth – Volume 3 (The Chain of Lakes) by Stacy Monson

Book Review: Amanda (Victorian Melodramas Book 2) by Vanessa Brooks

Book Review: Drunk Chickens and Burnt Macaroni by Mary Smith

Book Review: No More Mulberries by Mary Smith

Jesmyn Ward on 'Sing, Unburied, Sing'

Politics in Prose | Wyatt's World

Book Review: Auburn Ride – A Johnny Delarosa Thriller (The Delarosa Series Book 1) by David Stever
Best Nonfiction Of 2017. 12/12/2017 12:33 pm ET Updated Dec 12, 2017. Originally published on Kirkus. For more from Kirkus, click here. Read full book review. I Hear She's A Real Bitch by Jen Agg. “An inspiring, graphic, and funny memoir from an entrepreneur unafraid to tell it like it is.” One of Canada’s most famous and successful restaurateurs chronicles the ups and downs of being a successful woman in a famously sexist industry. Read full book review. Monograph by Chris Ware. “This collection has a last-word feel to it, offering a delightful summation of a fruitful and very busy last few decades. Fans, of course, will want much more, but this makes a great start.”